




Welcome to Gennadi Grand Resort, an enchanting retreat of luxury that truly stands 
out. A holistic experience of unmatched hospitality, immersive services, seaside 
tranquility and more await to treat all your senses to an unforgettable summer 
holiday in Rhodes. 

It’s all about creating moments, 
it’s all about well-being!



This Eco Friendly 5* Resort, in perfect harmony with the surrounding environment, 
redefines modern luxury by offering up-leveled accommodation with private or shared pools.





At Gennadi Grand Resort & Spa we take great pride in the sustainability 
initiatives we implement in our operations, in order to create a hospitality 
experience that respects and protects the environment. Our eco-friendly 
policies include water and energy management, biological sewage 
treatment and a recycling program that reflect our commitment to 
sustainability. 



Our guests' well-being is of the utmost importance; to that, a series 
of attentive services awaits to offer something special for everyone, 
elevating your stay at Gennadi Grand Resort to a flawless hospitality 
experience. 



Gastronomic delights promising to please even the most demanding palates; innovative 
dishes inspired by the cuisines of Greece the Mediterranean and the world; at Gennadi 

Grand Resort’s restaurants, taste is a work of art, waiting for you to enjoy it!



A wide array of a la carte restaurants promises to take you on a gastronomic journey 
to the cuisines of the world; sublime dishes made with finest local ingredients, inspired 
tastes and innovative techniques blend in an elegant environment reflecting the unique, 

breath-taking beauty of Rhodes!



Local seasonal ingredients, handpicked from selected farms and vendors are at the 
basis of all Gennadi Grand Resort’s culinary creations. Our devoted chefs channel all 

their inspiration and high-quality standards to every dish they make, for elevated Greek 
cuisine you’ll find simply irresistible!



Our well-appointed rooms and suites offer incomparable comfort in 
meticulously designed interiors, for a stay truly devoted to intimate relaxation. 
Featuring the latest in modern amenities and a choice of eclectic facilities 
such as private pools, the accommodation proposals of Gennadi Grand Resort 
exceed all your hospitality expectations in the most attractive manner! 



Our guest rooms & suites offer a welcoming atmosphere.





Gennadi Grand Resort offers a range of recreational spots to enjoy time with your 
loved ones while you are staying with us. Discover the courts, the swimming pools, 
the shopping venues and so many other corners to enjoy your summer holidays 
in Rhodes. 

Around every corner, you will find some new unexpected luxury! 
Gennadi Grand Resort gives you the meaning of quality time.



Beauty and relaxation for more pleasure.

Our highly acclaimed Spa, awarded by Luxury World Spa Awards offers a wide range of 
natural and botanical signature treatments, face and body rituals focused on releasing 

stress and tension whilst promoting inner balance and harmony.



Explore the fascinating beauty of Rhodes Island with a variety of outdoor activities designed for 
the restless at heart. From your daily exercise to thrilling group work-outs, games and competitions, 
to superb cruises to the coastal beauty of Rhodes or guided tours to major attractions, in Gennadi 

Grand Resort the choices for outdoor fun are endless. 



Gennadi Grand Resort welcomes events and celebrations for all your special days! From lavish beach-side 
wedding ceremonies to elegant vow renewals and from business meetings and educational programs 
immersed in stylish ambience, an event hosted by Gennadi Grand Resort & Spa is bound to impress!
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